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Note: Any BOLDED and UNDERLINED examples have solutions at the BACK of the workbook, and are 

meant to be checked AFTER you have tried the problem. Exam questions are also outline, and while 

solutions are not given, tips for how to solve the problems are. This book is meant to be 

supplementary to studying, and should be done in addition to textbook problem sets and practice 

exams. 

1: What is “Numerical Methods” 
Numerical methods are ways to approximate real situations, to give us useful models. There represent 

an alternative to analytical methods. 

 Analytical Numerical 

Pros -Fast and Exact! -Not as limited by physical 
conditions 
-Adaptable 

Cons -Very limited in application 
-Can be very difficult to find an 
exact analytical solution 

-Approximate 
-Can be a long process to 
compute 

 

Partial Differential Equations 
Definition: For a  function that varies in both X and Y, a partial derivative with respect to x considers the 

change in x at a constant y, and vice versa for w.r.t y. A PDE involves the partial derivatives w.r.t 2 or 

more variables. 

The order of the PDE is the order of the highest order partial derivative in the equation. 

A PDE is linear if the coefficients depend ONLY on the independent variables, and not the dependent 

variable. This means that if the dependant variable U appears before a partial derivative, the PDE is NON 

LINEAR. 

CIVL 222 focuses on 2nd order linear PDEs, with a general form of: 

𝐴
𝛿2𝑢

𝛿𝑥2
+ 𝐵

𝛿2𝑢

𝛿𝑥𝛿𝑦
+ 𝐶

𝛿2𝑢

𝛿𝑦2
+ 𝐷

𝛿𝑢

𝛿𝑥
+ 𝐸

𝛿𝑢

𝛿𝑦
+ 𝐹𝑢 + 𝐺 = 0 

These equations can be further classified as Elliptic, Parabolic, and Hyperbolic 

B2-4AC Classification 

<0 Elliptic 

=0 Parabolic 

>0 Hyperbolic 

 

Elliptic Equations 

Typically a process which occurs at steady state, meaning that it does not change with time. A heated 

room is a good example, as temperatures will stay constant in areas of the room, and not change with 

time. 



Parabolic Equations 

These equations vary with time, and predict smooth changes in the dependant variable as a result of an 

initial disturbance which propagates instantly into the system. An example might be heating up a metal 

rod at one end, as the entire rod will slowly heat up with time. 

Hyperbolic Equations 

These describe changes in time, but where the disturbance propagates at a finite speed, the shape may 

not be significantly altered as it propagates, and sharp fronts can be maintained. You can think of this as 

a wave moving through time. 

 

Exam Question #5 2013 
Numerical models give approximations of physical systems. Physical systems are often impossible o 

model with a simple solution. Numerical models allow us to approximate these physical systems in order 

to design around them, and while not always 100% accurate, they provide reasonable and useful 

information. 

2: Deriving PDEs 
This course focuses on the derivations of PDEs based on energy (heat) and mass balances. There are two 

crucial relationships to remember for these two situations: 

ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝐸 = 𝑀𝐶𝑇 

Where M = mass (kg) , T = temperature (C) and C = heat capacity (J/kgC) 

ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 𝑄 = 𝑘′
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
  

𝑘′ = 𝑘𝜌𝐶 (𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦) 

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 𝐽 =
𝛿𝑀

𝛿𝑡
 

𝑀 = 𝑉𝜃𝐶 

𝑉 = ∆𝑥∆𝑦∆𝑧 

Where V = volume, ϴ=porosity , C =concentration 

Flux : quantity per area time, consider the amount of water that pours out the top of a water bottle. 

These relationships are consistently used to derive equations, and are crucial to understand. 

Elliptic Equations 

- Steady state! 

Accumulation = In – Out ± source/sink 



Steady state implies that there is no accumulation in the element, and that there are not external 

sources, meaning that 

In = Out 

Parabolic Equations 

Transient flow! 

Easiest to work in 1D 

In this case, there are still no external sources or sinks, however, accumulation will occur, which means 

there is a change in quantity with time. 

Advection-Dispersion Equation 

Can be either more hyperbolic or parabolic depending on what mechanism dominates. The primary 

example of this is contamination transport in groundwater. Contaminant mass is transported both by 

ADVECTION and DISPERSION. 

The difference between the parabolic equation and the A.D.E is that J is represented as both advective 

and dispersive flux 

𝐽 = 𝑞𝐶 −  𝜃𝐷
𝛿𝐶

𝛿𝑥
 

Practice Question 1 (Mumford 2016) 
The horizontal flux of water vapour away from a waterfall film is given by 

𝐽𝑥 = −𝐷
𝛿𝑊

𝛿𝑥
 

Vertical flux is given by 

𝐽𝑧 = 𝑣𝑊 

Use a mass balance approach to derive the governing PDE for the concentration of water vapour (W), 

assuming no transport in the y-direction, no source/sink for the water vapour, and unsteady conditions. 

What is the order of this PDE? 

Classify it as elliptic, parabolic, or hyperbolic. 

If the equation was solved with a constant concentration of water vapour at the boundary, is this a Type 

1 or Type 2? 

Exam Question #3 2013 

a) A mass balance implies In – Out methods, where the goal in this case is to determine the change 

in concentration as a function of time. Remember that mass is concentration times volume, C*V. 

Develop the mass differential equation using JA and JD as the x and z changes. Substitute 

concentration for mass and simplify. Then substitute the given formulas for JA and JD. 



b) The only change in this situation is the addition of the sink value -kCV. The volume term will be 

removed when the mass term is simplified, and the final equation will be the same as in a), with 

the addition of -kC. 

3: Numerical Differentiation 
We now need to SOLVE these PDEs, which quantify gradients. 

Euleur’s Method and Taylor Series 

Eulers Method: 𝑓(𝑥 + ∆𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥) + 𝑓′(𝑥) 

Use the value at x and an estimate based on the slope at x 

Taylor Series: 𝑓(𝑥 + ∆𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥) + 𝑓′(𝑥)∆𝑥 + 𝑓′′(𝑥)
∆𝑥2

2!
+ 𝑓′′′(𝑥)

∆𝑥3

3!
+ 𝑓𝑛(𝑥)

∆𝑥𝑛

𝑛!
 

The Taylor series approaches the true answer as n approaches infinity. 

Numerical Estimates of Derivatives 

Taylor series can be used to get estimates of f’ based on f(x) and f(x+Δx), by truncating and rearranging 

the Taylor series. 

Forward 
𝑓′(𝑥) =  

𝑓(𝑥 + ∆𝑥) − 𝑓(𝑥)

∆𝑥
 

Backward 
𝑓′(𝑥) =  

𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑓(𝑥 − ∆𝑥)

∆𝑥
 

Central 
𝑓′(𝑥) =  

𝑓(𝑥 + ∆𝑥) − 𝑓(𝑥 − ∆𝑥)

∆𝑥
 

 

The largest truncated term in the central difference is different than forward and backward, it is the 

third derivative term, so it is proportional to Δxn-1= Δx2, rather than F.D and B.D which are proportional 

to Δx, meaning it will have a lower error. 

Estimates of 2nd Order Derivatives 

We can still use Taylor series to estimate these derivatives, but may have to use multiple expansions 

Forward Expand about (x+Δx) and (x+2Δx) 

Backward (x-Δx) and (x-2Δx) 

Central (x+Δx) and (x-Δx) 

 

Practice Question 2 
Consider the function 

𝑦 = 𝑥5 + 3𝑥3 − 5𝑥 + 4 

Using x=2 as a base point, estimate y at x=10 using a first-order Taylor Series 

Using x=2 as a base point, estimate y at x=10 using a third order Taylor series 



What order of Taylor Series is required to give an estimate equal to the true value. 

 

Exam Question #1 2013 

a) 
𝑇𝑖+1−𝑇𝑖

∆x
 

b) A second-order accurate forward finite difference indicated that we fill be using the forms 

𝑓(𝑥 + ∆𝑥) and 𝑓(𝑥 + 2∆𝑥) , and to isolate for the derivative 𝑓1(𝑥), we must cancel out 𝑓′′(𝑥). 

 

𝑓(𝑥 + ∆𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥) + 𝑓′(𝑥)∆𝑥 +
𝑓′′(𝑥)(∆𝑥)2

2
 

𝑓(𝑥 + 2∆𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥) + 𝑓′(𝑥)2∆𝑥 +
𝑓′′(𝑥)(2∆𝑥)2

2
 

 

4: Finite Difference Method 
Defining Gridblocks 

A domain can be separated into grid blocks in order to use numerical models to determine their values. 

If we consider a block at position x = i, and y = j: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can then approximate an equation at this point (i,j) using Taylor series approximations. For example: 

𝛿2𝑇

𝛿𝑥2
+

𝛿2𝑇

𝛿𝑦2
= 0 =

𝑇𝑖+1,𝑗 − 2𝑇𝑖,𝑗+𝑇𝑖−1,𝑗

∆𝑥2
+

𝑇𝑖+1,𝑗 − 2𝑇𝑖,𝑗+𝑇𝑖,𝑗−1

∆𝑦2
 

And if we set Δx = Δy, we can simplify to  

𝑇𝑖+1,𝑗+𝑇𝑖−1,𝑗𝑇𝑖+1,𝑗+𝑇𝑖,𝑗−1 − 4𝑇𝑖,𝑗 = 0 

These equations can be written for every possible i,j coordinate, and these equations can be arranged in 

matrix form. 

[A]{x}={B} 



 

Boundary Conditions 

Type 1 : Set value of the dependant variable at the boundary, ie the boundary is constant 

This will reduce the number of unknowns. 

Type 2: Set value of the gradient, or the change over the boundary, ie 
𝛿𝑇

𝛿𝑥
= 0 

In order to account for this, we must use a “dummy” or “virtual” node, which will allow us to estimate 

the value of the end block, by adding an addition virtual block past the boundary. We can then calculate 

the gradient over the boundary. 

Transient Problems 

In transient problems, there will be change of the dependant variable with time 

Time derivatives can be approximated in a similar manner to spatial derivatives, by considering a time 

point “l” 

Values at time “l” are values at the current time step, “l-1” are values we knew before, and “l+1” are 

values we want to know. 

i) Explicit Solutions 

An explicit solution uses information from three points at the current time step to predict one in the 

future. The only unknown is 𝑇𝑖
𝑙+1. 

Convergence: The numerical solution approaches the true solution as Δx and Δt  0. λ≤0.5 

Stability: Error in the numerical solution are not amplified in subsequent steps. 

ii) Implicit Solutions 

Evaluate the spatial derivative using future information, use one current time step value to determine 3 

future time step values. This has to be solved in matrix form. 

iii) Crank-Nicolson 



Takes the average of the C.D estimates of 
𝛿2𝑇

𝛿𝑥2 at times l and l+1. Uses the same matrix row entry form as 

implicit solution method. 

Practice Question 3 (Mumford 2016) 
Your company has been hired to investigate the historic disposal of radioactive wastewater into unline 

clay pits at a former research facility. The pits were dug into clay, which prevented the flow of water out 

of the pits, but radioactive solute dissolved in the water was still able to diffuse through the clay and 

into the surrounding soil. The governing equation for this diffusion is  

𝛿𝐶

𝛿𝑡
= 𝐷

𝛿2𝐶

𝛿𝑧2
 

Where C is the concentration of radioactive solute (μg/m3) and D is the diffusion coefficient of solute 

through the clay (m2/yr). 

a) Estimate the concentration of radioactive solute 1.75 m below the pit 40 years after the wastewater 

was placed in the pit, assuming: 

i) one dimensional vertical transport of radioactive solute 

ii) the clay is 3m thick 

iii) The concentration at the top of the clay is 100 μg/m3 and the concentration at the bottom of the clay 

is 0 μg/m3, and both of these concentrations are constant over the 40 year period 

iv) D =  0.01 m2/year 

v) There is no radioactive solute below the top of the clay 

Please use a first-order accurate forward difference estimate of the time derivative, a second-order 

accurate centred difference estimate of the spatial derivative and an explicit time scheme. Please use a 

grid spacing of 0.5m and a time step of 10 years. 

b) If you wanted to use 0.4 year time steps (rather than 10) to solve this problem, what would be the 

minimum grid block size you could use? 

c) If you wanted to solve this problem using a Crank-Nicolson time scheme (but keeping the same forms 

of the estimates of the derivatives), please write the necessary row matrix equation for a single grid 

block located away from the boundaries. 

d) Given your answer to part c), if you wanted to discretize this system using 1cm gridblocks rather than 

0.5m, what would be the required dimensions of your [A] matrix? 

Exam Question #3 c) 2013 

c) The spatial derivatives must be rewritten an implicit time stepping scheme and centered 

difference, meaning l+1 and i±1. These new forms of the concentration derivatives can then be 

inserted into the equation from part a). You must simplify by substituting out the constants with 

alpha and beta, then group terms with the same time step, and write them in vector form.  

 



5: Systems of Linear Equations 
Solving Systems of Linear Equations 

Cramer’s Rule: A small system of linear equations can be solved using a ratio of determinants 

𝑥𝑘 =
det(𝐴𝑘)

det(𝐴)
 

Where Ak is the A matrix, but with B substituted for the Kth column. 

𝑥1 =

|
𝑏1 𝑎12 𝑎13
𝑏2 𝑎22 𝑎23
𝑎3 𝑎32 𝑎33

|

|
𝑎11 𝑎12 𝑎13
𝑎21 𝑎22 𝑎23
𝑎31 𝑎32 𝑎33

|

 

Helpful Tip : Make sure you know how to use the matrix capabilities of your calculator, they can be a 

handy way to double check answers during exams. 

Gauss Elimination: An algorithm for eliminating unknowns from the system of equations and back 

substituting to solve for those unknowns. 

Step 1: forward elimination 

- Multiply rows by a constant and subtract from a different row to eliminate 1 unknown. Repeat 

until an upper triangular matrix is formed. 

Step 2: back substitution: 

-solve for each unknown starting with xn  and moving up through the rows. 

Can also pivot : switch the order of rows and sometimes columns in A 

Question #7 b) 2013 

6: Numerical Integration 
Used when there is no solution to the function OR there is no function at all! 

We need to be able to calculate the area under a set of data. 

Newton-Cotes Formulas 

𝐼 = ∫ 𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 ≈ ∫ 𝑓𝑛(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑏

𝑎

𝑏

𝑎

 

Where fn(x) is a nth order polynomial. 

𝑓𝑛(𝑥) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥 + 𝑎2𝑥
2 + 𝑎3𝑥

3 + ⋯+ 𝑎𝑛𝑥𝑛 

Trapezoid Rule 



𝐼 = (𝑏 − 𝑎) [
𝑓(𝑎) + 𝑓(𝑏)

2
] 

Error will increase with greater curvature, and greater interval sizes. 

𝐸𝑡 = −
1

12
𝑓′′(𝜉)(𝑏 − 𝑎)3 

Composite Trapezoid Rule (NOT EQUALLY SPACED DATA!) 

Use multiple trapezoids at smaller intervals! The smaller the intervals, the closer the approximation. 

𝐼 = ℎ1 [
𝑓(𝑥0) + 𝑓(𝑥1)

2
] + ℎ2 [

𝑓(𝑥1) + 𝑓(𝑥2)

2
] + ⋯+ ℎ𝑛 [

𝑓(𝑥𝑛−1) + 𝑓(𝑥𝑛)

2
] 

Where hi = xi -xi-1 

The most useful part of this equation, is that the spacing, hn doesn’t need to be equal! 

Simpson’s 1/3 Rule 

We now modify the Trapezoid Rule to fit a parabola instead of a linear formula, which will more closely 

model the curvature of the original function. 

𝐼 = (𝑏 − 𝑎) [
𝑓(𝑥0) + 4𝑓(𝑥1) + 𝑓(𝑥2)

6
] 

Composite Simpsons Rule (EQUALLY SPACED POINTS, ODD NUMBER POINTS 3…5…7…) 

Similar to what we did with the trapezoid rule, we can increase the number of segments and get a more 

accurate approximation. Simpsons rule is more accurate that trapezoid rule, but has more 

requirements: there must be an odd number of points (or even number of segments) and they must be 

equally spaced. 

𝐼 =
(𝑏 − 𝑎)

3𝑛
[𝑓(𝑥0) + ∑ 4𝑓(𝑥𝑖)

𝑛−1

𝑖=1,3,5

+ +2 ∑ 𝑓(𝑥𝑗) +

𝑛−2

𝑗=2,4,6

𝑓(𝑥𝑛)] 

Simpson’s 3/8 Rule (EQUALLY SPACED, EVEN NUMBER OF POINTS) 

This Simpson guy is back at it again! Now he’s fitting a cubic equation over the interval, for even more 

accuracy! 

𝐼 =
3ℎ

8
[𝑓(𝑥0) + 3𝑓(𝑥1) + 3𝑓(𝑥2) + 𝑓(𝑥3)] 

You can often tag this on to a Simpson’s 1/3 analysis, if you have a set up of points which do not fall in 

the Composite Simpsons Rule perfectly (ie 6 points). Make sure that the LAST point of the Simpson’s 1/3 

rule is the FIRST point of the 3/8 Rule. If you are unsure, draw a quick sketch of the function, and plot 

the number of points. 

Gauss Quadrature 



Gauss Quadrature allows us to position x0 and x1 to give us the most accurate approximation possible. 

Practice Question 4 
Consider the following data points describing the cross-section of a borrow pit 

X(m) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

Y(m) 0.0 3.2 3.5 4.6 4.9 2.4 1.7 0.5 0.0 

 

a) Sketch the cross-sectional area of the borrow pit 

b) Estimate the cross-sectional area using a numerical integration of the most accurate answer. 

Exam Question #6 , 

a) Trapezoid and gauss quadrature both us only two data points. 

b) Calculate using the given formulas 

c) First calculate the true value of the given integral. Then calculate relative error using 
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒−𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
×100%. 

 

8 

An even number of equally spaced segments means that Simpsons 1/3 Rule can be used, where n = 8, 

b= 80 and a= 0. It can be helpful to draw a plot of the given data to visualize what you are calculating, 

and how they are spaced out. 

7: Root Finding 
We need tools to solve for algebraic equations [ to get f(x) = 0 ] . However, we may not always be able to 

rearrange to easily solve for the desired variable. Here are some methods we can use: 

Graphical Method 

Though may not be easily done by hand, plotting a function can give a good quick estimate of where a 

zero might occur, or other behaviours of the function such as convergence and complex roots. 

Bracketing Methods 
A bracketing method involves two initial guesses; one on either side of the root. We can use the value of 

the function at these points to help determine the location of a root. 

Note: This method will not work with 

- multiple roots at one x location 

- discontinuous functions 

Method 1 : Bisection 

Step 1: Choose x1 and x2 such that f(x) changes sign. This means that the root lies between x1 and x2. 



 

Step 2: Estimate the root as the midpoint between x1 and x2 

𝑥𝑅 =
(𝑥1 + 𝑥2)

2
 

Step 3: Determine which sub-interval contains the root 

 

F(x1)f(xr) < 0  root is in [x1,xr] , set x2 = xr, and repeat step 2 

F(x1)f(xr) > 0  root is in [xr,x2], set x1 = xr and repeat step 2 

The relative difference can be used to calculate the error 

휀 = |
𝑥𝑟

𝑛𝑒𝑤 − 𝑥𝑟
𝑜𝑙𝑑

𝑥𝑟
𝑛𝑒𝑤 | 

Method 2: False Position 

Uses a straight line approximation between x1 and x2 to find the estimate of the root for each iteration. 

𝑥𝑟 = 𝑥2 − 
𝑓(𝑥2)(𝑥1 − 𝑥2)

𝑓(𝑥1) − 𝑓(𝑥2)
 

Follow the same steps as bisection! 



Open Methods 
Open methods only require one guess (or two guesses that don’t necessarily bracket), and we don’t 

need to know where the root is. 

But open methods can diverge, meaning the estimate gets farther from the true value. They’re nice and 

quick though, so we still use them! 

Simple Fixed-Point Iteration 

Step 1: Rearrange f(x) = 0 to x = g(x) 

- can also simply add x to each side 

Step 2: use x=g(x) to predict values at each iteration 

𝑥𝑖+1 = 𝑔(𝑥𝑖) 

Stop when error is acceptable 

The way in which the equation has been arranged ( form of g(x) ) can effect the function behaviour 

and convergence – May have to try different forms of g(x) 

Newton-Raphson 

The most common root finding method 

Uses the slope at xi to estimate the root 

𝑥𝑖+1 = 𝑥1 −
𝑓(𝑥𝑖)

𝑓′(𝑥𝑖)
 

Newton-Raphson is very quick, but will not converge (or do so very slowly) if 

- inflection points near roots 

- near zero slopes 

Ideally, you have an initial guess NEAR the root you are looking for 

Systems of Non-linear Equations 
The governing equations in a system may be non-linear, meaning the properties are a function of the 

dependant variable. 

Using a multi-variate form of a Taylor Series Expansion, we derive 

{
−𝑓𝑖
−𝑔𝑖

} =

[
 
 
 
 
𝛿𝑓𝑖
𝛿𝑥

𝛿𝑓𝑖
𝛿𝑦

𝛿𝑔𝑖

𝛿𝑥

𝛿𝑔𝑖

𝛿𝑦 ]
 
 
 
 

{
𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑖

𝑦𝑖+1 − 𝑦𝑖
} 

The A matrix is referred to as the Jacobian [J] 

Two by Two systems can be solved using Cramer’s rule 



𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑖 =
1

|𝐽|
||
−𝑓𝑖

𝛿𝑓𝑖
𝛿𝑦

−𝑔𝑖

𝛿𝑔𝑖

𝛿𝑦

|| 

𝑦𝑖+1 − 𝑦𝑖 =
1

|𝐽|
|

𝛿𝑓𝑖
𝛿𝑥

−𝑓𝑖

𝛿𝑔𝑖

𝛿𝑥
−𝑔𝑖

| 

Practice Question 5 (Mumford 2016) 
Consider the cable suspension system shown below: 

 

Estimate the tension (T) at the end points of the top cable given: 

𝑤 =
𝑚𝑔

𝑎
 

𝑇 =
𝑤𝑎

2
√1 + (

𝑎

𝑥
)
2

 

𝐿 = 𝑎 [1 +
8

3
(
𝑥

𝑎
)
2

+
32

5
(
𝑥

𝑎
)
4

+
256

7
(
𝑥

𝑎
)
6

] 

Where w is the load supported by the cable, a is the span of the suspension section, g is the acceleration 

due to gravity (9.81m/s2), L is the length of the cable, and x is the sag of the cable. Solve for the tension 

given a = 100m, L = 125m, and m =1200kg using three iterations of the BINARY CHOP technique, with 

initial guesses of x =10m, and x= 40m. 

Exam Question #4 2013 

a) Simplify the equation by substituting fv = mg/2. Then create a table which will track the value of 

your top guess, bottom guess and middle value for theta. If f(θr) is positive, then the value is 

between θ1 and θr, and θr is your upper limit.  Otherwise it is between θ2 and θr, and θr is your 

lower limit. 

b) This will be a simple implementation of Newton-Raphson. 



8: Finite Element Method 
The purpose of this section of the course is to introduce you to the concepts of FEM, as well as a very 

simple analysis case. Make sure you understand the concepts as well as you understand the problems. 

FEM can be used to solve a governing equation, just like finite difference method. 

The greatest differentiator is that FEM does not require all the elements to be the same size and shape 

(often triangles of various sizes). It uses a series of subdomains (elements) to approximate solutions at 

the meeting points of elements (nodes). 

- It is easier to discretize complex geometries, but the process is less straight forward. 

The Approach 
This course develops the [A] matrix directly, meaning interpolation I not used, and the problems will be 

very simple 1D problems. 

The domain must be discretized into elements and nodes, keeping a consistent direction of labeling. 

Using a 1D rod as an example 

 

Every element will have two local nodes, the left (Local Node 1) and right (Local Node 2), but these 

nodes also have a global position, indicated in purple, as well as in columns 2 and 3 below. 

Element Local Node 1 Local Node 2 

1 1 2 

2 2 3 

3 3 4 

 

To determine the element matrix equation, we must assume a direction of flow. Rather than saying one 

direction is positive, we define INTO the node as positive. 



 

We then write expressions for Q1
1 and Q2

1 based on the governing equation. 

We will consider Q = cΔP, where c is some constant, and P is pressure. This model can be applied to 

other types of problems. 

𝑄1
1 = 𝑐1(𝑃

1 − 𝑃2) 

𝑄1
2 = 𝑐1(𝑃

2 − 𝑃1) 

These expressions can be written as a matrix: for element e 

[
𝑐 −𝑐

−𝑐 𝑐
]
𝑒
{
𝑝1

𝑝2}

𝑒

= {
𝑄1

𝑄2}
𝑒

 

SUBSCRIPTS REFER TO LOCAL, NOT GLOBAL, NODES 

A Global matrix can be assembles using these equations for all the elements in the domain, combining 

all entries in {B} referring to the same node. 

For continuity, The flow into one element must be equal to the flow out 

𝑄1
2 = −𝑄2

2 

Which means that for internal nodes  

𝑄1
2 + 𝑄2

2 = 0 

Boundary Conditions 

If a nodal value is know, then modify [A] and {B} 

𝑃’ =  𝑝∗ 

This will affect both the first and second rows 

[1 0 0]{𝑃′} = 𝑝∗ 

[0 𝑐1 + 𝑐2 0]{𝑃2} = 0 + 𝑐1𝑝
∗ 

As for row 2: 

−𝑐1𝑝
∗ + (𝑐1 + 𝑐2)𝑝

2 = 0 

Therefore, since c1p* is a known value 



(𝑐1 + 𝑐2)𝑝
2 = 𝑐1𝑝

∗ 

Can also substitute a known value of Q, which will change the {x} matrix. 

These matrices can then be solved using previously discussed techniques. 

Exam Question #7 2013 

Follow the steps given in this work book, questions will be very similar from year to year and question to 

question as 1D situations are often very similar. 

First, create your set of equations of each node, then combined all entries referring to the same node, 

which will give you a set of equations for every element. 

Some elements can be cancelled, as flow in is equal to flow out. 

Apply boundary conditions as discussed above, then substitute values to be able to solve for the final 

steady-state temperature. 

9: Uncertainty Analysis 
Uncertainty describes the lever on precision for an input parameter, which will in turn effect the 

uncertainty in the output. 

Statistics knowledge will help with understanding this section of the course. 

Propagation of Error 
Addition and Subtraction 

For: 

𝑦 = 𝛽𝑜 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2𝑥2 + 𝛽3𝑥3 

Where β are constants, and x are uncertainty quantities 

𝜎𝑦
2 = (𝛽1𝜎𝑥1)

2
+ (𝛽2𝜎𝑥2)

2
+ (𝛽3𝜎𝑥3)

2
 

This only applies if x1, x2, x3 are independent, and not correlated. 

Multiplication and Division 

For: 

𝑦 = 𝛽𝑜

𝑥1𝑥2

𝑥3𝑥4
 

(
𝜎𝑦

𝑦
)
2

= (
𝜎𝑥1

𝑥1
)
2

+ (
𝜎𝑥2

𝑥2
)
2

+ (
𝜎𝑥3

𝑥3
)
2

+ (
𝜎𝑥4

𝑥4
)
2

 

For: 

𝑦 = 𝑥𝑛 



𝜎𝑦

𝑦
= |

𝑛𝜎𝑥

𝑥
| 

In this course, the assumption will typically be that zα and n are constant for determinations of CI 

(confidence interval) and therefore σ = CI 

Sensitivity Analysis 
This is a way to determine WHICH parameter is impacts the final output’s accuracy. 

Sensitivity coefficients 

𝛿𝑓

𝛿𝑥1
𝑎𝑛𝑑 

𝛿𝑓

𝛿𝑥2
 

Known Function 

If the function is known, then partial derivatives can be taken directly, and used to calculate the variance 

of the output (Known as First Order Second Moment) 

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑓) = ∑(
𝛿𝑓

𝛿𝑥𝑖
)

𝑛

𝑖=1

2

𝜎𝑥𝑖
2  

Essentially, you will take the derivative of the function with respect to the given parameter, then 

substitute the values. 

HOWEVER, these are not NORMALIZED yet, and cannot be compared as they have different units 

Normalized sensitivity 

𝑆𝑁𝑖 =
𝛿𝑓

𝛿𝑥𝑖
|
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

∙
𝑥𝑖(𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡)

𝑓𝑖(𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡)
 

The larger the normalized sensitivity coefficient, there greater the sensitivity. 

To calculate δ, simply use the formula given. Then use the appropriate formula to calculate the 

deviation for δ. 

Unknown Function 

The sensitivity of an unknown function can be estimated with a finite difference expression. 

Simply estimate 
𝛿𝑓

𝛿𝑥𝑖
 with a forward, backward or central difference. 

Note that empirical derivations of sensitivity apply only to the region surrounding the base point 

Monte Carlo 

This is a “brute force” method in with simulations are repeated. The value of each input is randomized 

for each simulation. 

By treating input parameters as continuous random variables, we cant combine the output mean, 

variance and PDF to determine the combined effect of uncertainty in all parameters. 



It is unlikely you will be asked to perform a Monte Carlo simulation during an exam, but it is important 

to understand its steps. 

1. Determine the PDF for each input parameter 

2. Generate a series of random numbers, for each input parameter, based on their PDFs 

3. Use the first random number in each list to generate output from the model 

4. Repeat step 3 using different random numbers each time 

5. Extract desired information. 

Exam Question #2 2013  
First, ensure that all the values are in the appropriate units (GPa= kN/m2, mm = 0.001m)  
 
To calculate δ, simply use the formula given. Then use the appropriate formula to calculate the 
deviation for δ. 
 















 


